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order your pack today

TABLE TALK FOR EASTER

“NO LEADER OR TEACHER, JUST FRIENDS TALKING WITH FRIENDS ABOUT THE ISSUES THAT MATTER”

Table Talk
Wouldn’t it be great to have meaningful
conversations with our family and friends
about the things that really matter in life?
Wouldn’t it be great to get together around
a table to talk, laugh, be understood and get
to know another’s point of view?
Some of us will be better at this than others
but often the problem is knowing how to
start!
The aim of Table Talk is to provide a safe
place for people to begin to have these
kinds of conversations about the important
questions in life.
The hope is that as you get together over
six sessions, conversation will flourish and
relationships will be built and strengthened.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Each pack explores six big questions.
For each big question there is a
postcard size introduction to be read
and a set of 16 question cards that
are used to open up conversation.

HOW TO PLAY THE GAME
A group of six to eight people gather
around a table (it can be any table) they enjoy some food or a drink
together - someone reads the two
minute introduction for that
session’s big question - the 16 smaller
question cards are placed upwards
on the table - and away they go for
between 30 and 45 minutes.

by
Joanne Cox and Paul Griffiths

Table Talk for Easter
Written by Joanne Cox of the
Methodist Church and Paul
Griffiths from the Ugly Duckling
Company, Table Talk for Easter
explores six of life’s more
important themes:
Hope: Can tomorrow be better
than today?
Evil: Why do some people do evil
things?

Forgiveness: Is forgiveness good
for you?
Suffering: Why do bad things
happen to good people?
Death: Is this it?
Table Talk for Easter is produced
by the Ugly Duckling Company
and is one of a range of Table Talk
packs available.

Justice: What does justice mean?

£24.99

“Table Talk is one of the easiest and most
creative ways of having simple conversations
with friends and neighbours about the
meaning of life. I highly recommend the
materials.” Alan Roxburgh

“As a church the table talk concept is
changing the way we view evangelism and
helping us talk normally with our friends
about what we believe.” Ruth Rice, Church
leader.

" The life and ministry of Jesus reveals what we
already know - something happens around tables.
Table talk helps us create that simple scenario to
connect with those we would like to come to
know around the issues that matter to ordinary
people." Dr. Martin Robinson

